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Ruskin Bond – He is an Indian writer of British origin. 

He loves writing  about  the forests, hill station and people.  

He was honored with the Sahitya Akademi  Award in 1992 for ‘ Our Trees Still Grow in Dehra.  

Difficult Words: 

Tang – a strong ,sharp taste or smell 

Scythe – a tool with a sharp, curved blade and a long handle 

Ferns – flowerbeds plant with long stems 

Privacy – the state of being alone and undisturbed  

Promptly- immediately  

Now and then- sometime  

Intention – motive 

Sturdy – solid 

Blossom  - bloom 

Answer the following questions from your text book: 

a. Where did Rakesh live? 

b. What did Rakesh's grandfather say about luck? 

c. Where did grandfather ask Rakesh to sow the seed? 

d. Who was cherry tree’s first visitor ? 

e. Write the character sketch of Rakesh. 

 

State the following sentences true or false . 

a. The cherry tree did not take long time to grow. 

b. Birds and insects are benefitted from the tree.  

c. The lesson has a message about the importance of tree. 

d. Rakesh was happy to see the cherry tree. 

 

 



Summary of the Lesson: 

This lesson is about a cherry tree and a little boy ,Rakesh who plants it. The chapter Cherry tree has the 

theme of struggle, dedication, resilience and growth. 

Rakesh sowed a cherry seed in his grandfather’s garden in Mussoorie. 

• He was very curious about the growth of the plant. He constantly keeps  an eye on the cherry 

tree to ensure that everything is ok. Which may highlight the dedication that Rakesh has.  it was 

once eaten by a goat and cut by a woman while cutting grass but cherry tree did not give up. 

After four years the tree blossomed and bore fruits. Rakesh's grandfather may also be an 

important character as he, in many ways acts as guide . Rakesh grew taller and stronger so did 

the cherry tree after three years. At the end of the chapter Rakesh asked his grandfather that 

why do we like this free so much grandfather replied because we planted it ourselves.  

Moral of the story: The cherry tree is a symbol of survival and struggle. The seed that Rakesh planted 

incurs many difficulties before it grows to become a tree. Cherry tree shows resilience and all abilities to 

withstand in adversity.  

 

Grammar  

Relative clause:  

Relative clauses are used to give more information on nouns proper nouns in a sentence. They are 

linked to the main clause with that, who, with, where,whom and so on. That and which are used for non 

living things. 

Exercise: 

Underline the relative clauses in the following sentences. One has been done for you. 

1. He wrote a letter to his mother, who lived in the City. 

2. The umbrella which I bought last month, broke yesterday. 

3. Cristine borrowed the pen that you had given me for my birthday. 

4. This is the boy who won the badminton match. 

5. Please take me to the shop where you bought this ribbon. 

6. And Anita give me the dress which I wore on my birthday. 

7. Kirti, whose sisters studies in your school, is a good friend of mine. 

8. She likes any film that is about Superheroes. 


